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Disclaimer 
 
Independent Project Evaluations are scheduled and managed by the project managers and conducted by external 
independent evaluators. The role of the Independent Evaluation Unit (IEU) in relation to independent project 
evaluations is one of quality assurance and support throughout the evaluation process, but IEU does not directly 
participate in or undertake independent project evaluations. It is, however, the responsibility of IEU to respond to 
the commitment of the United Nations Evaluation Group (UNEG) in professionalizing the evaluation function 
and promoting a culture of evaluation within UNODC for the purposes of accountability and continuous learning 
and improvement.  
 
Due to the disbandment of the Independent Evaluation Unit (IEU) and the shortage of resources following its 
reinstitution, the IEU has been limited in its capacity to perform these functions for independent project 
evaluations to the degree anticipated. As a result, some independent evaluation reports posted may not be in full 
compliance with all IEU or UNEG guidelines. However, in order to support a transparent and learning 
environment, all evaluations received during this period have been posted and as an on-going process, IEU has 
begun re-implementing quality assurance processes and instituting guidelines for independent project evaluations 
as of January 2011. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The evaluation was conducted in Nigeria between 29th January and 6th 

February 2005. Discussion took place with senior NDLEA (Nigerian Drug Law 
Enforcement Agency) personnel, the Nigerian counterpart, UNODC field office and 
project staff, and Jos Academy senior staff during a site visit. 

 
1.  Summary table of findings, supporting evidence and recommendations 

 
Findings identified problems 

/issues 
Supporting evidence/examples Recommendations 

1. prerequisite not fully met ƒ Water supply not fully 
connected. 

ƒ Electricity backup 
required. 

• Water piping to be 
completed before 
beginning of Phase 2 

• Consider alternative 
solar power supply 

2. role of UNDP in funds 
disbursements 

ƒ Late provision of 
equipment 

ƒ Delays in implementation 

• Authorisation for 
cash/cheque payments 
made directly by project 
(within US$ 30,000 limit) 

3. money laundering training ƒ delays in recruiting 
consultant 

• such training no longer 
required 

• if needed can be met by 
other methods 

4. curriculum development ƒ same as above • no additional law 
enforcement consultant 
required 

• utilise current curriculum 
as base document 

• NDLEA/UNODC to draft 
document for 
dissemination/discussion 

5. establishment of a 
research centre 

ƒ Existing network of 
academic institutions in 
the area 

• Feasibility study to be 
conducted 

• If established, envisage 
some form of academic 
accreditation 

6. regional status of the 
academy 

ƒ Bi-lingual (English- 
French) dimension not 
yet available 

• Train managers, 
instructors, trainees in 
relevant foreign 
language 

 

 
 

a) Summary description of the project evaluated 
 

In recent years, illicit drug trafficking and abuse have seen significant 
changes in West Africa.  While Nigeria stills plays a major role, other West African 
countries are increasingly used at trafficking routes turning In recent years, illicit 
drug trafficking and abuse have seen significant the region into a strategic drug 
control point. 
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To combat this threat, The Nigerian Government has decided with the 
support of UNODC to turn the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) 
Training Academy, in Jos, Nigeria into a sustainable law enforcement training 
establishment operating to international standards and serving  all 15 countries of 
the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) . 

 
The project was formulated in three phases although this evaluation only 

relates to Phase 1, the three objectives of which were as follows: 
 
• Upgrading the infrastructure, buildings and logistics  within Jos Academy to 

sustain large national and regional training operations 
 
• Develop  a  comprehensive  national  curriculum  and  to  train  managers  and 

instructors to effectively manage and deliver training to a large, national then 
later regional, training facility on drugs and organised crime. 

 
• Develop  a  Project  Management  Board  for  the  academy  and  an  advisory 

structure  to  plan  and  advise  on  the  academy’s  future  role  as  a  Regional 
Training Academy 

 

 
 

b) Major findings of the evaluation 
 

For ease of reading, the findings in relation to the objectives will be dealt 
with  in  reverse  order.  Objective  3  has  been  completed  in  full  with  terms  of 
reference for the committees compiled and the make up of the committees 
established.  Both of the committees have been formed and are functioning. 

 
Most of objective 2 has also been completed up to a national standard.  A 

national curriculum is in place and students are being trained by qualified 
instructors.   Both the International Project Co-ordinator and the National Project 
Co-ordinator are in place although the former only took office some 4 months ago. 
An alteration has been made in relation to the Computer Based Training.  Instead 
of carrying out a training needs assessment, the software programme has been 
installed and is already in use.  A further assessment will be carried out later.  The 
one outstanding issue in this objective relates to a perceived requirement for 
additional money laundering training.   This subject is already included in the 
curriculum and good quality additional training on the topic is contained in the CBT 
software installed.   There may be a perceived need for high level financial 
investigation training.   However, the creation of another unit in Nigeria, the 
Economic  and  Financial  Crime  Commission  (EEFC)  will  be  conducting  such 
training and any NDLEA requirement will be better met there.  The money saved 
can be utilised in other areas of the project. 

 
In objective 1, most of the activities have been completed but those that 

remain, although in progress, are considered crucial to future development of the 
project.    A mains water supply has still not been piped into the complex and the 
irregular  Nigerian  electricity  supply  causes  problems.     The  installation  of  a 
generator under the project obviously meets part of the need but it is extremely 
costly to run in so far that it is almost in constant use.  Alternatives such as solar 
energy should be considered at least to support the lighting and computer power 
needed for training. 
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The training rooms, student accommodation, kitchen, medical facilities and 
equipment supplied are all of a good standard and are being fully utilised. 

 
Once the outstanding matters have been resolved, the project can move 

smoothly into Phases 2 and 3, hopefully taking heed of some of the 
recommendations to follow. 

 

 
 

c) Lessons learned and best practises 
 

There are few lessons to be learned at this early stage of the overall project. 
Slow disbursement of finance for purchasing equipment and travel costs by the 
local UNDP office has caused delays in a number of areas.    Perhaps, of even 
more importance, is the fact that in the eyes of the counterparts, this perceived 
inefficiency reflects badly on the UN in general and UNODC in particular as the 
executing agency.    This would appear to be a common thread not only connected 
to this project and clearly requires attention. 

 
In general terms, this is a good project that deserves support in the phases 

to follow. 
 

 
 

d) The recommendations, conclusions and implications to UNDOC of the 
evaluation 

 

The following recommendations have been made in relation to activities in 
Phase 1 and for consideration in Phases 2 and 3. 

 
Because of the long delays in disbursement issues, it is recommended that 

 
• Under the direct supervision of the UNODC Representative, project 

staff should be able to authorise payments up to a unit price of 
US$5,000 to  a  total   not   exceeding   US$   30,000   utilising   the 
appropriate  budget  lines,  as  well  as  to  authorise  travel  for 
committee members (on committee business), project staff and 
students when attending sponsored training. 

 
In view of the training already undertaken on the subject of money 

laundering which has now been supplemented by excellent additional training 
material in the recently installed Computer Based Training, it is recommended that 

 
• UNODC does not pursue the perceived need for further training in 

this field as scheduled in Phase 1 
 

Project planning for Phases 2 and 3 envisages the recruitment of a law 
enforcement  expert on two occasions to prepare a training curriculum suitable for 
use in the regional context.   This is considered unnecessary.   The national 
curriculum already in use is considered more than appropriate by this consultant 
and can be used as the basis for the new curriculum with inputs from the LE 
advisor in Dakar and from the UN training manual.    The document could then be 
circulated through ECOWAS to the relevant countries seeking comment.  Final 
discussion and agreement can be considered by Regional Advisory Board.  It is 
recommended that 
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• The employment of a law enforcement consultant on two separate 
occasions for the purpose of creating a regional training curriculum 
is not required 

 
There will be a requirement for bi-lingual training (English/French) to be 

given to instructors/trainers at the academy to meet the needs of students arriving 
from other West African States.  It is recommended that 

 
• UNODC research the feasibility of having this training carried out 

either within or without the project. 
 

On a number of occasions during the mission, mention was made of the 
concept of creating a research centre in the academy capable of data collection 
and analysis to enable policy makers to identify the sociologic and economic 
impacts of drug trafficking, abuse, and organised crime in general. The centre 
could   be   utilised   by   students,   researchers,   donors,   bi   and   multi-lateral 
organisations and NGO’s.   Other academic institutions in the Jos area could 
participate.  The establishment of such a centre could also be seen as a source of 
revenue to assist future sustainability.  It is therefore recommended that 

 
• UNODC project staff in consultation with the Nigerian counterparts 

further research the feasibility of such a centre of excellence and 
assist in its development. 

 
Overall, this project is progressing satisfactorily despite the minor problems 

still to be resolved.  It is strongly believed that the recommendations made, if 
adopted, can only serve to enhance the capabilities of the project over its full 
lifetime with the additional benefit of releasing project funding which can be better 
used elsewhere. 

 
There are implications for UNODC.  Firstly, when dealing with the UNDP 

aspect which has been fully described, it is readily accepted that this may well be 
UNDP practise throughout the world and cannot readily be changed.  However, in 
the eyes of counterpart organisations that may not fully realise the operational 
capacities of UN branches, criticism is levelled at the UN in general and UNODC in 
particular.    It is UNODC staff that has to face this criticism and attempt to justify 
the inefficiency. 

 
In addition, a report prepared by the Chief Executive Officer of the NDLEA 

(Annex 4) and handed to the evaluator expressed some concerns concerning 
UNODC’s commitment to the project.  The gist of his concern is that so far, the only 
financial input to the project has emanated from the Government of Nigeria.  The 
reality is that UNODC is not required to provide financial assistance until Phase 2 
begins but it is the understanding of the evaluator that so far, no money has been 
pledged.  Again, there is a perception that the organisation is not fully committed to 
the joint venture.  It is the consultant’s firm belief that at the earliest opportunity, 
UNODC should confirm to the counterparts that the money is available and that 
Phase 2 can begin as scheduled. 
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!. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background and Context 
 

In recent years, illicit drug trafficking and abuse have seen significant 
changes in West Africa.  While Nigeria still plays the major role, other West African 
countries are increasingly being used as trafficking routes and destinations by 
traffickers turning the sub-region into a strategic drug control point.  Cannabis in its 
herbal form remains the most abused drug in West Africa but the demand for 
heroin, cocaine and other psychotropic substances is on the increase.   A number 
of countries have reported injecting drug use (IDU) with Ghana and Nigeria 
reporting IDU related HIV/AIDS. 

 
To assist in combating the above, the Nigerian Government with the support 

of UNODC decided to enhance the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency 
(NDLEA)  Training  Academy  at  Jos,  Nigeria,  into  a  sustainable  drug  law 
enforcement academy capable of operating to international standards serving all 
15 ECOWAS countries. 

 
The project is designed in three phases over a six and a half year period 

with a total budget of US$ 4,760,100. In simple terms, the first phase with a budget 
of US$ 1,559,400, aims to upgrade the infrastructure of the buildings and logistics 
within the academy, to develop a comprehensive national curriculum with the 
requisite that trainers will receive suitable instruction to enable them to effectively 
manage and deliver training initially on a national level then later in the project, at 
regional level.  Finally, a Project Management Board and a Regional Advisory 
Committee with relevant terms of reference will be created to plan and advise on 
the academy’s future role. 

 
The project strategy is sound and if fully implemented after Phases 2 and 3, 

will greatly enhance the various law enforcement bodies in the region to better 
tackle the escalating problem of drug trafficking and abuse.   The time scale 
envisaged is reasonable, as is the proposed funding.    However, a perceived 
funding problem has been identified and will be further elaborated later in the 
report.   The logic of the document is sound providing each segment is completed 
before the next stage is embarked upon.   Similarly, it is coherent and easy to 
follow. 

 
1.2 Purpose and objective of evaluation 

 

This evaluation has been carried out at this time for a number of reasons. 
Firstly, it is necessary to comment on phase 1 implementation to ensure that the 
objectives in phase 1 have been achieved before the project can move to the next 
stage.     In  addition,  lessons  learned  will  impact  on  future  activities, 
recommendations may lead to changes in phase 2 planning and any corrective 
action identified, carried out.  The evaluation has identified a number of problem 
areas that may have a bearing on sustainability and impact.  It can be said at this 
time, however, that phase 1, when fully completed, only acts as a precursor for the 
activities to follow and that is when the expected effectiveness and results will be 
better identified. 
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1.3 Executing Modality/Management arrangements 
 

The project has been executed by UNODC in Nigeria with the responsibility 
for financial transactions allocated to UNDP in Abuja.   The implementation 
modalities, their appropriateness and effectiveness, in some instances, have 
proved to be a problem area that will be further elaborated upon at the 
appropriate stage of the report.  Remedial action will also be recommended. 
Late recruitment of the International Project Co-ordinator (one year after project 
commencement) also had a detrimental impact on the managerial arrangements in 
that the National Project Co-ordinator faced a heavy burden at crucial stages of 
implementation.  In addition, the late appointment of the IPC may have raised 
questions by the counterparts as to UNODC’s commitment to the project.  This is 
particularly relevant when one considers the only financial support for this project 
so far emanates from the Nigerian Government, a point made strongly to the 
evaluator. 

 
A factor to be considered later in the report is the location of project 

personnel in relation to NDLEA Headquarters, the UNODC office and the 
project site and the travel cost implications. 

 
Another problem that emerged during the evaluation discussions was that 

the project staff were unable to accurately portray the financial situation of the 
project to the Nigerian counterparts due to the inefficiency of the Profi and Atlas 
reporting systems. 

 
A 14 day management training for 10 NDLEA managers was organised 

within the framework of the project at the UNODC sponsored TADOC Academy in 
Istanbul (Turkey). This has brought to light new expectations not previously 
considered in designing the project and which will be considered in any phase 2 or 
phase 3 alterations. 

 

 
 

1.4 Scope of the Evaluation. 
 

The evaluation has addressed the present situation with regard to the 
upgrading of the building and surrounds at Jos as well as the trainers’ ability to 
carry out training to a high standard.  The question of the academy’s future ability 
to emerge as a centre of excellence for the sub-region as well as future 
sustainability was also considered.  Discussion took place only with the Nigerian 
counterparts  and  UNODC  personnel,  there  being  no  other  donors.     The 
appropriate ECOWAS representative was unavailable at the time of the visit and 
the delegated law enforcement for the sub-region, based at Dakar, could only be 
contacted by telephone on the last day of the evaluation mission due to his prior 
commitments. 

 
1.5 Methodology 

 

The evaluator discussed the project with all project staff, senior NDLEA 
officials at headquarters level and visited the site for discussions with the 
Commandant and his staff.   In addition, an inspection was carried out of the 
various utilities and equipment supplied or supported by the project. 
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The full range of associated project documentation was also made available 
for inspection.   These included costed work plans, terms of reference for the 
Project Management Board, the Regional Advisory Committee, terms of reference 
for project staff, a copy of the national curriculum already in use, status reports, 
mission reports and the various project progress reports.   Other documentation 
with linkage to the project was also made available. 

 
During the site visit, brief discussions also took place with students already 

using project equipment. 
 

 
 

2. ANALYSIS AND MAJOR FINDINGS 
 

2.1 Overall Performance Assessment 
 

In general terms, the aims and objectives in Phase 1 have been met or are 
in progress although a number of issues need to be addressed and in some cases, 
modified.  The design of the project was sound with the outputs and activities of 
each of the three immediate objectives clearly set out.   It should be pointed out 
also that a number of the outputs and activities necessary for the overall success 
of the project in fact fell to the Nigerian counterparts to implement outside the 
influence of project staff. 

 
Initially, the objectives were appropriate and relevant to the overall success 

of all three phases of the project.   However, experience shows that amendations 
will be required for the start of the second phase.  In addition, the evaluator will 
recommend that a number of activities related to training and capacity building in 
the regional context envisaged under phase 1 are not necessarily required. 

 
2.2 Attainment of the objectives 

 

Immediate Objective 1 deals with the infrastructure and logistics of the 
academy to sustain a national then regional training operation.  It was intended to 
improve buildings, provide safe power and water and adequate security for the 
complex. It included providing classrooms and accommodation suitable for national 
and international students, adequate catering facilities, and an industrial laundry. In 
addition, transport would be provided and a vehicle workshop established and 
equipped with staff being trained in the maintenance of vehicle. Finally, modern 
training equipment would be purchased and a library equipped. 

 
So far, mains supply water has still not been supplied which has a 

detrimental effect on both national and international activities. This is seen as an 
absolute prerequisite before international students could be invited to attend. To 
meet this current shortcoming, the project (or the academy) is obliged to supply 
and pay for water tankers which was not originally budgeted for. In addition, a 
borehole was dug as part of the project but did not produce water in sufficient 
quantities. A second borehole is currently being dug.    Similarly, a question still 
remains about the provision of power to the establishment. The Nigerian power 
supply is generally unreliable and in an attempt to remedy this issue, a generator 
was supplied as part of the project. The daily use of it has proved to be a costly 
exercise in terms of fuel consumption. The evaluator believes that alternatives 
should be found and the Nigerian authorities are currently researching a private 
electricity company that could supply all electricity needed.  Another option worthy 
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of consideration is the provision of solar panels which could at least generate 
sufficient electricity to power all lighting, security and computer equipment. 

 
The erection of security fencing is currently in progress. The upgrading of 

the classrooms, students accommodation, staff offices, recreation areas, laundry 
and catering facilities have all been attained to a good standard. 

 
All vehicles envisaged in the project have been supplied or are on order. 

Although the necessary ingredients have been ordered, the vehicle workshop has 
not been build and the original chosen location has been moved to an other site in 
the complex, for safety reasons. It follows therefore that the equipment has not 
been supplied and the staff not trained. The procurement procedures through 
UNDP seem to have delayed the delivery. 

 
Originally, the equipping of the library in terms of shelving and book supply 

was catered for in the project. In the early months, UNODC was informed by the 
Nigerian counterparts that the library was to be equipped by the US authorities 
bilaterally. This did not materialise satisfactorily. Accordingly, the project has now 
supplied the books, and the shelving is under order. Other training equipment has 
also been supplied.   Catering and laundry equipment has been installed in 
accordance with the project. 

 
Immediate objective 2 is aimed at developing a comprehensive curriculum 

and to train managers and instructors, initially to national, and later to international 
standards. This included management training for the management team, 

• the appointment of four senior NDLEA instructors for curriculum training and 
development of course curricula, 

• the training of 10 NDLEA instructors in training and teaching techniques, 
• the training of 5 NDLEA instructors in money laundering and asset seizures, 
• the finalisation of a training need assessment aimed at creating a west-African 

CD Rom training programme during project Phase 2. 
 

An international project co-ordinator was employed about 12 months after 
the project commenced. The late recruitment of this officer did have a detrimental 
effect during a number of stages of the implementation. A national project 
coordinator was recruited from the actual start of the project, but the absence of an 
IPC placed a heavy burden on this post holder. 

 
All relevant management staff and instructors have been recruited and 

trained as required, with the exception of the money laundering aspect. The 
national curriculum was developed and is in use. Consultation took place with 
training experts from other establishments and culminated in the visit of agency 
and academy staff to TADOC in Turkey. 

 
The introduction of the CD Rom training programme was altered for the 

following reasons: 
• expert advice by the Regional law enforcement adviser to utilise the existing 

CBT Global Programme 
• it was recommended by UNODC CBT programme coordinator, M. John Irvin, 

that a detailed training need assessment could be undertaken during the pilot 
phase of CBT 
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Both factors led to the installation of the CBT programme at the academy training 
centre in November 2004 earlier than planned. 

 
This evaluator does not believe that there is a need for further money 

laundering training at the academy.   Explanations and alternatives will be offered 
in the Recommendations section. 

 
Immediate objective 3 was aimed at developing a project management 

board for the Academy and an advisory structure to plan and advise on the 
academy’s future role as a regional training establishment. This included: 
• The establishment of management Board and approval of terms of reference, 

mandate and composition 
• Establishment of an Advisory Committee for the Regional Training Academy 

and approval of terms of reference, mandate and composition 
• Facilitation for the process of the Academy mowing towards a regional structure 

in phase 2 and 3 
 

The terms of references for both the management Board and the Regional 
Advisory Committee have been developed and approved. Indeed, both are already 
functioning. The terms of reference for this evaluation have obviously been 
completed and the evaluation report is being finalised. Additionally, project 
documentation, work plan and budget for phase 2 are in hand. A series of 
recommendations to be made by the evaluator might affect the work plan and 
budget, in relation to money laundering training, the recruitment of a law 
enforcement expert for regional curriculum development, the future sustainability of 
the project, and the handling of future project financial transactions. 

 
2.3 Achievement of project results 

 

The real achievements of the project can only be measured at the end of 
phase 3 and the final evaluation. However, in general terms most of the project 
achievements have been accomplished or at the very least, in hand. Overall 
spending has been kept within budget limits, reflecting somehow an apparently 
slow disbursement. 

 
2.4 Implementation 

 

There is no doubt that there have been delays in project implementation due 
to the extremely slow procurement process within UNDP. One example would be 
that vehicle workshop equipment ordered in October 2004, has still not been 
provided to date. Similar experience has been encountered with the equipping of 
the library. Regular problems are also encountered with regards to travel 
arrangements for project staff, consultants, committee members and trainees at 
the academy. All of these factors reflect badly on UNODC in the eyes of the 
Nigerian counterparts and others. As previously mentioned the late 
recruitment of an internationally experienced IPC also impacted negatively 
on the implementation process and also questioned UNODC’ commitment. 

 
Operational planning has however, followed the activities of the project 

document with the various limitations already mentioned. 
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Project activities have also been monitored by the project management 
board that consists of senior NDLEA management, the academy Commandant, 
and UNDOC Field Office. 

 
The project site and the Field Office was visited by a senior headquarters 

delegation (D0 and FRMS) in November 2004. It is the understanding of the 
evaluator that they were fully in support of the project and its aims. Indeed a 
recommendation  for  the  enhancement  of  the  academy  into  an  international 
research centre, in collaboration with local academic institutions emanated from 
this mission. In addition FRMS made further recommendations to local staff in 
relation to financial matters which led to in-house project management training in 
the early days of January 2005. 

 
In addition, members of the project team pay regular visits to the project site 

and project progress reports are produced in a timely fashion and disseminated. 
 

2.5 Institutional and Management Arrangements 
 

This project is unusual in that the senior counterparts (decision-makers) are 
based in Lagos, the project team are based in Abuja (UN House), and the project 
site is in Jos. (Lagos is 800 km from Abuja, and Jos is 300 Km from Abuja).    It 
follows therefore that close cooperation between stakeholders cannot be carried 
out face to face (telephone and emails). The evaluator believes that this does have 
a  slightly  detrimental  effect  and  does  add  considerably  to  travel  costs.  For 
example, all project management board meetings are held either at Jos or Abuja, 
and the project bears the cost of all members’ travels. Similarly, in addition to 
ordinary site meetings, a member of the project team is required to visit the 
academy weekly to settle expenses when students are in residence. 

 
ECOWAS is the only other stakeholder in so far as it represents the other 

West-African countries on the Regional Advisory Committee and the Tripartite 
Review Meeting. Unfortunately the evaluator did not see the ECOWAS 
Representative. During his meetings, the evaluator formed the opinion that the 
Representative could do more to facilitate the creation of the regional dimensions 
of the project. As an example, the member representing the French speaking 
countries (a Drug Police officer from Ivory Coast) has failed to attend the three 
Regional Advisory Committees held so far and it is believed that the ECOWAS 
Representative could have maybe sought firm commitments from its members. 

 
Mention has already been made of the problems in relation to procurements 

via UNDP which do need to be addressed. 
 

During meetings with senior NDLEA managers the evaluator was told that 
there was disappointment that UNODC so far, had still not committed the 
organisation financially to the project, and that only “Nigerian Money” was been 
utilised. It is therefore perceived that UNODC funding should be seen to be 
available before phase 2 can commence. This may be an area where UNODC 
headquarters could assist by actively pursuing financial backing for the project. 
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3. OUTCOMES, IMPACTS AND SUSTAINABILITY 
 

 
3.1 Outcomes 

 

There is no doubt that as a result of this project so far, the facilities at the 
academy at Jos have been considerably improved. Students now have the 
opportunity to be trained in comfortable classrooms, utilising modern training 
equipment and taught by properly trained trainers. The students living 
accommodation is of a good standard (individual with shower, refrigerator, 
television).  A suitably equipped kitchen and laundry also support the students. 

 
The introduction of the Computer Based Training software has undoubtedly 

enhanced the scope of the training to the ultimate benefit of the students, and 
finally the agency as a whole. 

 
3.2 Impacts 

 

It is believed that the real impact of this project will not be seen until a much 
later stage. What has been achieved so far, is the creation of a solid base from 
which other aspects of the project can be developed. Issues such as the national 
curriculum, current training methods, and lessons learned will serve to support the 
progression of the academy into a regional centre of excellence for Drug Law 
Enforcement training. It will also allow the Nigerian authorities further scope to 
expand the facility to include other issues at their own discretion. An example might 
be the creation of a research centre, which will be discussed later in this report. 

 
3.3. Sustainability 

 

All efforts have been made in phase 1 to ensure sustainability in the future, 
However a number of factors still need to be resolved, and possibly other issues 
may arise in phase 2 and 3 that will require attention. 

 
As an example, as already mentioned, the issue of water supply, if not 

resolved, could prevent the academy achieving regional status. It will also be 
necessary to ensure sustainability for UNODC to make their financial contribution 
to the project. Its is unreasonable for this project to be financed totally by the 
Nigerian Government if UNODC is to retain credibility. 

 

 
 

4. LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES 
 

4.1 Lessons 
 

The first lesson learned by the evaluator is that it is difficult to carry out the 
evaluation exercise during particular phases (and in this case phase 1), as many of 
the measuring tools are not yet in place. Furthermore, benefits cannot be fully 
appreciated until much later in the project. 

 
One of the lessons that must be learned from this exercise is the inability of 

UNDP, as already discussed, to operate in a timely manner. On numerous 
occasions, staff have been obliged to utilise personal money for travel, simply due 
to the slowness in releasing requested payments. 
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UNODC has developed a number of training establishments in different 
parts of the world. During the formulation of this project document, advice and 
lessons learned from these establishments may have benefited this planning 
process. This was certainly found to be true when NDLEA managers and the 
National project coordinator made a later visit to the TADOC (Turkey) academy. 

 
4.2 Best Practices 

 

In fairness, the evaluator finds it difficult to identify best practices worthy of 
note in the context of this early evaluation.  As the project develops into a regional 
establishment, fully equipped with highly trained and motivated instructors, the 
occasion may arise when it could be used as an example for the planning of similar 
establishments in the future. 

 
4.3 Constraints 

 

The constraints pertinent to the evaluation have already been referred to. 
They relate to the apparent inefficiency of UNDP, the difficulty in acquiring basic 
power and water supplies to the academy and possibly, the location of the project 
staff in relation to the counterpart organisation and the project site. 

 

 
 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
 

5.1 Issues resolved during the evaluation 
 

There are no real recommendations that were made during the evaluation 
which could be resolved immediately other than to stress the need for an adequate 
water and power supply before the academy could ever move forward to regional 
status.   Most recommendations emanating from the process require further 
elaboration either within UN circles or between project personnel and the Nigerian 
counterparts. 

 
5.2  Actions/decisions recommended 

 

The evaluator wishes to make a number of recommendations which are 
relevant to either outstanding issues in Phase 1 or for consideration before Phase 
2 is implemented.  Where possible, the rational behind each recommendation will 
be elaborated. 

 
UNDP  needs  to  overhaul  and  accelerate  its  disbursement  process  in 

relation to project equipment and the issue of travel documentation.  It is therefore 
recommended that under the direct supervision and authority of the UNODC 
Representative, project staff should be able to authorise the purchase in 
cash/cheque of project equipment up to a unit price of US$ 5000 not 
exceeding US$ 30,000 in total without reference to UNDP, utilising the 
appropriate budget lines in the workplans.  Similarly, the purchase of travel 
tickets in relation to project staff, members of the Project Management 
Committee and Regional Advisory Committee (on project business) and 
students at project sponsored courses should be authorised using the same 
process. 
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Under the project, further money laundering training is budgeted for and has 
only been delayed due to the unavailability of suitable trainers.  Basic training in 
the subject is already included in the curriculum and this has now been 
supplemented by the excellent financial training package encompassed within the 
Computer Based Training Programme already installed at the academy.  This is all 
that is required.  It allows officers conducting searches etc. to be aware of financial 
documents, bank statements, credit slips and cards etc. which may lead to money 
laundering or at least require additional financial investigation.   During discussions 
with senior NDLEA staff, they actually seek more sophisticated financial 
investigation training for their specialists, which should not be included in this 
project.  Coincidentally, a new unit, the Economic and Financial Crime Commission 
(EFCC) has been created in Nigeria, a training establishment built with provision 
made to train officials from a number of Nigerian Institutions.    It is believed that 
NDLEA have the mandate under Nigerian Law to carry out this type of investigation 
which is highly sophisticated and normally comprises a team which includes 
document and forensic analysts, who task well trained investigators on what is 
required.   It is strongly believed that any NDLEA training requirement in this 
specialised field should be met by the EFCC training establishment to ensure 
compatibility in the training methods.    It is therefore recommended that UNODC 
does not pursue the perceived need for further training in this field and 
utilises the money saved in other areas of the project. 

 
One issue that will need to be resolved before the academy can move to 

regional training is to have senior managers and academy instructors trained bi- 
lingually (English/French) to cater for the needs of a number of the other West 
African States likely to participate in the training package.    It is recommended 
that UNODC research the feasibility of having this training carried out locally. 

 
Similarly, at this stage, consideration is to be given to the compilation of a 

regional training curriculum, which should be completed in Phase 2.    During the 
lifetime of the project, provision is made for two visits by a law enforcement 
consultant to formulate a suitable curriculum.  It is the view of this consultant that 
such expense is not necessary.  The NDLEA national curriculum contains all of the 
subjects considered relevant having excluded those areas of training pertinent to 
Nigeria alone.  It is also backed up by the CBT programme.  This consultant 
therefore takes the view that UNODC personnel should prepare such a curriculum, 
perhaps in collaboration with the regional law enforcement advisor, then circulate 
the document through the auspices of the ECOWAS representative for comment 
from the participating countries.  Final discussion and agreement should be carried 
out within the meeting of the regional advisory committee.   It is therefore 
recommended that the employment of a law enforcement consultant on two 
separate occasions for the purpose of creating a regional training curriculum 
is not required. 

 

 
 

A topic raised during the various meetings and read by the evaluator from 
various project documentation, is the creation of a research centre within the Jos 
Academy in the future.   Although there was no time to study this suggestion 
further, it was learned that situated in the vicinity of the academy are the following 
educational establishments: 
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The Police Staff College 
The Nigeria Institute for Policy and Strategic Studies 
The University of Jos 
Jos Polytechnic 
The Centre for French Teaching and Documentation. 

 
The idea of the creation of such a centre has much merit not only from an 

academic point of view but it would offer a source of revenue for Jos academy to 
assist  with  future  sustainability.    Research  could  include  data  collection  and 
analysis to enable policy makers to identify sociologic and economic impacts of 
drug trafficking, drug abuse and indeed organised crime in general.  The centre 
could be utilised by students, researchers, donors, bi and multilateral organisations 
and Non Governmental Organisations (NGO’s).     It is the view of the consultant 
that study at such a centre should result in some form of academic accreditation at 
the conclusion of the study period.    It is therefore recommended that UNODC 
project staff in consultation with the Nigerian counterparts further research 
the feasibility of the creation of such a centre of excellence and assist in its 
development. 

 

 
 

6. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
 

 
 

Overall, this project has much merit and there is clear potential that the aims 
and objectives of all three phases can be fully met.  However, future development 
of the academy must emanate from a solid base that requires the full 
implementation of a basic infrastructure.    An adequate water supply and the 
provision of sufficient power to maintain both living standards and the full utilisation 
of all electrical equipment must be seen as absolutely essential as pre requisites. 

 
The project is progressing satisfactorily and should definitely move now 

towards its second phase, ideally with the alterations recommended by the 
evaluator.    Savings made by removing a number of activities no longer seen as 
essential should free funding which can be better used in other areas of the 
project. 

 
There is one area that causes slight concern to the consultant however.   It 

relates to the counterparts’  perception of UNODC and its role in the project. This 
concern can be clearly seen in the report handed to the evaluator on behalf of the 
NDLEA Chief Executive Officer. (Annex  4) 

 
UNODC should be seen as a professional advisory, coordination and 

implementation unit working closely with its partners in an effective and efficient 
manner.      There  is  no  doubt  that  the  late  recruitment  of  the  IPC,  the  many 
problems associated with the role of UNDP as the disbursement agency and 
UNODC’S failure so far to obtain additional funding for the project raises the 
question of commitment in the eyes of some senior NDLEA officials.  So far, all 
funding attributed to the project has been donated by the Nigerian Government. 
Despite  assurances  that  the  additional  funding  will  be  made  available,  the 
evaluator believes that a certain level of suspicion will remain until this issue is 
seen to be resolved. 
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Although not considered worthy of an actual recommendation, the question 
of UNODC project staff deployment should be considered.    The decision making 
officials of NDLEA are based in Lagos with the result that day to day discussion in 
relation to the project can only be carried out electronically. 

 
Finally, there is no doubt that the NDLEA senior managers, in conjunction 

with UNODC, are determined to elevate the Jos Academy into a strong regional 
resource and training centre dealing not only with law enforcement issues but also 
providing expertise in demand reduction.    Providing adequate funding is 
maintained, all of the goals can be achieved and subsequently sustained. 
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ANNEX 1 

 

PROJECT Phase I, 
EVALUATION TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
 

Project Title: Upgrading of the NDLEA Jos Training Academy to a 
regional Law Enforcement Training centre 

Project No: AD/NIR/03/G73 
 

1-Brief Description of project: 
In recent years, illicit drug trafficking and abuse have seen significant changes in West 

Africa. While Nigeria still plays the major role, other West African countries are used increasingly as 
trafficking routes and destinations by traffickers, turning the sub-region into a strategic drug control 
point. West African crime groups collaborate with Latin American, Asian and European groups and 
jointly have developed trafficking routes that combine air, sea and land routes from the drug 
producing areas to the consumer countries in Africa, Europe and North America. These new but 
well-established  routes  serve  as  pathways  for  illicit  trafficking  of  heroin  and  psychotropic 
substances from Asia, cocaine from South America and cannabis originating both from the West 
African region and from Morocco. The most abused drug in West Africa is cannabis in its herbal 
form but the demand for cocaine, heroin and psychotropic substances is increasing. Eight West 
African countries have reported injecting drug use (IDU) with Ghana and Nigeria reporting IDU- 
related HIV/AIDS. A study among 400 street users of heroin and cocaine in Lagos in 2000 found 
that more than 20% were injecting and concluded that the actual rate of IDU in Lagos and other 
urban centres was much higher than thought. To curb the drug trafficking and abuse problem in the 
West African region the Nigerian Government has decided with the support of UNODC to turn the 
National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) Training Academy in Jos, Nigeria into a 
sustainable law enforcement training academy operating at international standards. The Academy 
will serve all 15 ECOWAS countries. This project aims at supporting the Nigerian Government in its 
efforts by developing the infrastructure of the training centre to accommodate large numbers of 
international students and by uplifting the teaching capacities of the centre to the benefit of the sub- 
region. This will be done by management training, training of instructors in specialized subjects, 
curriculum development, etc. The computer-based training system developed by UNODC in the 
Greater Mekong Region under another project, and already adapted for the TADOC training center 
in Turkey, will be reviewed and adapted for use in West Africa.   Introduction of computer-based 
training will enable cost-effective training of large numbers of officials. A medium-scale drug-testing 
laboratory will also be equipped 

 
Project description 

The project started on October 2003 for a total duration of 66 months (2003-2008) for a total 
budget of 4,760,000 US Dollars (including 13%PSC) 
Phase 1: 18 months (2003-2004), for US$ 1,559,400 
Phase 2: 2 years (2005-2006), for US$ 1,663,800 
Phase 3: 2 years (2007-2008), for US$ 1,636,900 

 
EXPECTED END OF PROJECT, PHASE I, EXPECTATIONS 
“At the end of Phase I, the NDLEA academy in Jos will have enhanced its training facilities 
and managerial and teaching structures to international standards. The building and 
infrastructure will be able to accommodate and cater for a large number of students.” 

 
The main objectives of phase I of the project were: please refer to Project document page 8. 

 
1.   upgrading the infrastructure, buildings and logistics within the Jos academy to sustain large 

national and regional training operations 
2.  to develop a comprehensive curriculum and to train managers and instructors effectively 

manage and deliver training to a large, national and later regional, training facility on drugs 
and organised crime 
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3.   to develop a Project Management Board for the Academy and an Advisory structure to plan 
and advise on the Academy’s future role as a Regional Training Academy. 

 
2. Evaluation Purpose 

 
The purpose of the evaluation is to analyse: a) project concept and design; b) phase I 
implementation; and c) the outputs, outcomes and impact of the phase in measuring efficiency, 
effectiveness, areas for corrective action, and areas of success. 

 
a) The evaluation will analyse the project documents and find out if the context has been 
appropriately considered with regards to capacity building and sustainability. The evaluation would 
then conduct an assessment of comparative advantages regarding Phase I activities, objectives, 
inputs/outputs   and   outcomes.   An   evaluation   of   the  executing  modality  and  managerial 
arrangements will also be included. The evaluation will also aim at assessing the appropriateness, 
quality and cost effectiveness, and achievement indicators and review the work plan, planned 
duration of and budget for the project Phase I. Finally, an analysis of the internal logic matrix and 
coherence of the project could also be produced. 

 
b) The evaluation will also be assessing the implementation of the phase in terms of organizational 
goals, quality and timeliness of inputs and efficiency and effectiveness of activities carried out. Also, 
the effectiveness of management, as well as the quality and timeliness of monitoring and 
backstopping by all parties to the project, will be evaluated. 

 
c)  The evaluation  will assess  the  outputs,  outcomes  and impact achieved or expected to be 
achieved by Phase I of the project as well as the likely sustainability of project Phase I results. This 
should encompass an assessment of the achievements regarding primary objectives of 
Phase I, and whether this is in line with the projects general objectives. The evaluation will 
also assess if the project has had significant unexpected effects or inputs, whether of beneficial or 
detrimental character. 

 
On a more general level, and more result oriented perspective, the evaluation will seek to 
address areas for corrective action if need be (best practices that can be used to improve 
project implementation and setting up of new priorities that fully meet the needs of 
beneficiary countries within the West African sub-region). The stakeholders of this evaluation 
are primarily UNODC, NDLEA, but also donors and the international community. The evaluation will 
also seek the view of donors, and where possible, the views of beneficiary 

 
3. Evaluation Scope 

 
The evaluation will cover the upgrading of Jos Academy as a Law Enforcement training structure, 
and carefully study, among others the following: 

 
(i) It would be necessary that a search would be conducted on the standards of level 

assigned to Phase I regarding upgrading (installation of equipments, upgrading of 
facilities) 

(ii) prerequisite achievements and their outcomes 
(iii) Measure performance outcomes, impact and sustainability of the benefits of the 

projects. 
(iv) Determine and measure efficiency of project planning and implementation (this 

might  include  organizational  structures,  managerial  tools,  co-ordination  and 
supervision mechanisms, work plan, budget and treasury planning, procurements 
acquisition procedures and delays). 

(v) Whether the results of Phase I have been formally achieved, and if not why. 
(vi) The project’s impact to human and institutional capacity development. 
(vii) Assess  whether  this  capacity  will  be  creating  conditions  for  sustainability,  or 

alternatively indicate conditions. 
(viii) Determine  briefly  the  capacity  of  sustainability  of results  and benefits, beyond 

UNODC funding/support. 
(ix) The evaluation will also seek to incorporate views and opinions from other donors 

and states providing assistance. 
NB As now, no trainees originated from an ECOWAS country have been yet invited to 
the academy, keeping in line with work plan. It would be therefore anticipated to organise a 
visit of the evaluator to those countries. 
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4. Evaluation Methods 
 

As for the methodology and process, the evaluation will be a joint effort between the IEU, NDLEA, 
ECOWAS and UNODC Nigeria. 

 
UNODC head Quarters officials responsible for briefing the evaluation team are: 

• DO/HSB/ATS Chief, Brian Taylor, 
• DO/HSB/ATS/AOLCEU Chief, Ian Munroe, 
• Do/pdb/ames, Chief, Chris Van der Burgh, 
• and Mr. Paul Salay, Country Representative UNODC Nigeria. 

 
Representing ECOWAS at the Regional Advisory Committee 

• M. Mamadou Gueye, ECOWAS Secretariat Abuja, coordinator (education, culture and drug 
control), 

• Colonel Isaac K. Akuoko, Ghana Narcotics Control Board as a member of the Regional 
Advisory Committee (on behalf of English speaking countries). 

• So far, the Ivorian member representing French speaking countries has not participated to 
any of the two Regional Advisory Committee meetings. 

 
The consultants will have access to all relevant documents and staff who have worked on the 
project. As required, the evaluators will further consult with 

• Mrs Kubra Abdullahi, G73 National Project Coordinator UNODC Nigeria, 

• Jean-Louis Gaillard, international project coordinator. 
Contacts could also be established with 

• Flemming Quist, UNODC Africa Law Enforcement Adviser based in Dakar, who has a 
command on Phase I of this project 

• M. Stephen Nwaoboli, administration and finance assistant at UNODC country office 
• G/73 project assistant M. Stephen Okana could also be interviewed. 

In addition, in depth interviews should also be conducted with the partner (namely Nigerian Drug 
Law Enforcement Agency): 

• the Chairman, Alhaji Bello Lafiaji, 
• the Administration and Finance Director, M. Daniel S. Ismaila; 
• the Director of Training, Umaru D. Emmanuel; 
• the Director of Technical Services, Dr Opara; 

• the Academy Commandant, Isah L. Mohammed. 
Please refer to directory attached. 

 
The evaluation methods will include the following: 

- Documents review and analysis; 
- Interview with first beneficiary (NDLEA), (through person-to-person interviews or by 

telephone) as well as representative of advisory structures (ECOWAS Secretariat) 
- Field visits; 
- Participatory observation and rapid appraisal; 

 
The following documentation related to the project will be provided as reference: 

1.   project document; 
2.   summary records of regional review meetings; 
3.   activities reports; 
4.   mission report 
5.   research reports. 

 
5. Evaluation Team Composition 

 
A single evaluator (or ideally a team comprising of two evaluators) would be able to enhance the 
outcomes rather than remain formal in terms of success of delivery rate. This is advocated by the 
necessity to merely build an understanding of the situation and parties, as well as phasing of the 
projects, in order to emphasise on corrective actions to be undertaken, if need be. 

 
The evaluation delegation will be composed of 
- A single independent evaluator 
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Specifically, the evaluator will have: 
• Knowledge and familiarity with various aspects of capacity building (ideally within a law 

enforcement environment) 
• A sound knowledge of project management in developing countries; 
• Technical expertise in various evaluation methodologies and techniques; 
• Fluency in English; 
• Ability to conduct a field work; 
• Experience and knowledge of the UNODC system. 

 
6. Planning and Implementation Arrangements 

 
The evaluation will produce the following: 

 
(a) A summary of evaluation plan to be submitted prior to field evaluation; 
(b) Presentations of findings as appropriate; 
(c) A draft project evaluation report with findings, lessons learned, with an emphasis on 

recommendations; 
(d) A briefing of UNODC Country representative and UNODC staff by the presentation of a 

draft summary of project evaluation 
(e) A final project evaluation report on the G73 project covering the project concept and 

design, implementation, outputs, outcome and impact of phase I, recommendations for 
phase II and beyond, and lessons learned. 

 
N.B. Budget limit on bu-li 16-02 is 11800 US$. 
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ANNEX 2 
 

 
 

Organisations and places visited and persons met 
 

28th January, 2005 
Arrive in Lagos, met by International Project Co-ordinator then to hotel 

 

29th January, 2005 
 

Meeting at NDLEA Headquarters in Lagos – Persons present:- 
Dr. Daniel S. Ismaila, Director – Finance and Administration 
Dr. Lawrence U. Opara, Director – Technical services 
Isah Likita Mohammed, Commandant, Jos Academy 
Umaru D. Emmanuel, Director of Training 
Mu’azu Umar, Assistant Director – International Relations 
Dr. Wale Ige, Director of Intelligence 

 

30th January, 2005 
Travel to Abuja 

 

31st January, 2005 – UNODC 
 

Meeting with Jean-Louis Gaillard, International Project Coordinator and Mrs. 
Kubra Abdullahi, National Project Coordinator 
Meeting with Stephen Nwaoboli, F.O. Finance and Admin Assistant 
Meeting with Cyriaque SOBTAFO, Deputy Representative 

 

1st February, 2005 
 

Travel to NDLEA Academy, Jos 
Meeting with Isah Likita Mohammed, Commandant of Academy 
Mu’azu Umar, Assistant Director, International Relations 
Umaru D. Emmanuel, Director of Training 
Josephine Obi, Deputy-Commandant (academics) 
Followed by tour of site and inspection of facilities associated with project, 
discussions with staff 

 

2nd February, 2005 
 

Further visit to Academy at Jos and de-briefing session with Commandant 
Mohammed and Mu’azu Umar as above 
Return to Abuja and preliminary work on evaluation report. 

 

3rd February, 2005 – UNODC 
 

Meeting with Ms. Adebisi ARIJE, F.O. Programme Officer 
Work on evaluation report 

 
Meeting in Sheraton Hotel with Pat O’SULLIVAN, UNODC consultant in 
financial investigation matters 
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4th February, 2005 – UNODC 
 

Further work on evaluation report 
De-briefing session with Mr. Paul Salay, UNODC Representative 

 

5th February, 2005 – UNODC 
 

Further work on evaluation report 
 

6th February, 2005 
 

Finalisation of evaluation report. 
 

7th February, 2005 
 

Depart for the United Kingdom. 
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ANNEX 3 
 

 
 

Summary assessment questionnaire 
 

EVALUATION ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

 
 

Project Title : “Upgrading of the Nigerian Drug Law Enforcement Agency Jos 
Training academy into a regional Law Enforcement Training Centre” 
Project number :NIR/AD/03/G73 

 
 
 
 

A Quality performance items Ratings 
 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Project design (clarity, logic, coherence)    X  

2. Appropriateness of overall strategy    X  

3 Achievements of objectives   X   

4. Prerequisite fulfilment by government    X  

5. Adherence to project duration   X   

6. Adherence to budget   X   
 

 
 

B Implementation Ratings 
 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Quality and timeliness of UNODC inputs   X   

8. Quality and timeliness of Government inputs   X   

9 Quality and timeliness of ECOWAS inputs  X    

10 UNODC HQ support (administration, 
management, backstopping) 

  X   

11 UNODC FO support (administration, 
management, backstopping) 

  X   

12 Executing agency support   X   
 
 
 
 

C Results Ratings 
 1 2 3 4 5 

13 Achievements of results   X   

14 Timeliness and quality of results   X   

15 Attainment, timeliness and quality of outputs Quality ranges at this stage 

16 Project impact Cannot be calculated at 
present 

17 Sustainability of results/benefits Can only be gauged at 
completion of phases 2 and 3 
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D Recommendations Ratings 

 1 2 3 4 5 

18 Continue/extend no modifications X     

19 Continue with modifications (minor, 
extensive) 

  X   

20 Complete project revision X     

21 Terminate X     
 
 
 
 

E Comments 
 

Most of the activities in Phase 1 relate to the building of an infrastructure 
capable of providing drug law enforcement training initially at national then 
later, regional level.  Most of this has been achieved although there are still a 
number of minor issues that are in progress.     Suggested modifications 
resulting from this evaluation, if adopted, will require amendations to Phase 2 
planning and budgeting.  Impact, sustainability and benefits are difficult to 
quantify as this time. 



By Derek Todd, Consultant 
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A.      Introduction: 
 

Tne  rmLEA   Academy  commenced  operations  on a temporary  site at Rrkkos,  Jos.  Plateau  State.  rn 1991 
 

P•ror to 1991.  the Agency had learned rts first set of offrcers at the Police Colleges  (tkeJa) Lagos.  Kaduna  and Or1r 
 

Rr·ver Nrgerian  Army School  of Srgnals and State .Secunty Servrce Trarnrng School. Lagos. 
 

"        Tnough  a relatrvely young rnslrlution. the Academy has conducted eleven (11) Cadet Offrcers and tni·teen 

r13:   />.gents Basrc  Courses   and  a cumber   of Refresher   courses   for  all  cadres    0•1er three thousand cadets have 

been  rrarnecl at the I'DLEA .Academy from 1991 to date 

3 He 'resent   srte of  the Academy  at Katon Rikkos.  Jos.  used to be the Army Srgnal Barracks  before it was 

a ded  over to tne HOcE. by the Government of ''rgerra (GoN)  The Gol consrdered t\e prospects  of hosti'l9  the 

Reg'Oil8l  Tram!llg  Cen:re  for Drug  Control  in arriving  at its dec:sion    SinCe tr.er\  the Gonas   ccrl111lUed to provide 

12' its de'i8tc ment 
 

B.      Regional Training Centre 
 

4. .>Is  far  back  as  1991.   partrcrpants  at  the  Heads  of  National  Drug  Law  Enforcement   Agencres  rn Africa 

ONcEA-AFRICA) Conference  held rn flarrobr.  Kenya.  welcomed  GoN's offer to host a Regional  Trarnrng Centre 'or 

Drug Centro'  rn order !o enhance  drug law enfo·cement  caoacrty rn the regron. The desrred  follow up to actualrse  th.s 

cream  11as not  forthcomrng  untrl  the  rncumbent  CharrmaniChief   Executrve,  Alhajr  !Dr!  Bello cafiajr. OFR. ('we). 

11rnserf an  expert  rn secunty   trarnrng,  saw  rt  as a challenge and decrded to take it up wrth the President  Chrei 

Olusegu1 ObasanJO. GCFR      Dr.  Lafia1i pursued this objecltve with utmost zeal and commitment  The project was 

e;s1·ually  endorsed  at the 44.c  .Sessron  of  the  Co'11n11Ssion for  1\ar·cotrc  Drugs   (C11D!   at  Vienna,   A.crstria i1 pr•l 

200'     Sequer  to  thrs developn·,er.: the  wstw'·trle Execut've  Drrector of U JOOC  t·/rr    Prro  Alarcc\i   gave o'i.cral 
 

cot·scr•: to the project  and appornted  two (2) experts  on Law Enforcement  Trarnrng to carry out a feasibilrty study. 
 

-11ese act,ons frna\ly culmrnated in the vrsit of the Executive Drrector to Nrgerra durrng whrch he formally notrlred Go ' 

of te Commrssron·s decisron and preparedness  to support thrs all-important project. 

5            Dr. Bello Lafratr went further  to attract the attentron of the President.  Chref Olusegun  Obasarto  !GCFR,i.  the 

Vrce-Presrdenl  A'.hajr Atr'<u .C\bubakar (GCONI.  the legrslature and the Honourable Attorney General of !he 

Federa:ron and Minister of Justice,  the supervisrng Mrnrster of the Agency on the signrfrcance of the protect 

 

C.      Project design: 
 

J  ''Nher  t1e project  com'llenced.   there were no lessons readily  avarlable to learn  from   All  the  same.  the 

roceeded wrth cautror  and delrbwately  stretched the project to cover a lrve.year penod  Other reasons  that 

guided the Agency s decisron 
 

a ihe magritJde  (srze) of the project. 
 

The need for ade  uate  resource  mobilrzeton  to supporithe  proJect to completion 
 

c The need for effective and effrcientrmplementation  of each pl1ase of the project; and 

d The need to learn vrtallessons in order to rmprove on subsequent phases 

D.      Project Implementation: 
 

The omcedure for projec: rmplementat;on  was clearly  set out rn the project docur,ent.   tl1oJgc .1 is 110w c.ear 



By Derek Todd, Consultant 

 

 

 

· at sc1le f a··iiS ex1s:  ;n  the ToR tha: srculd Je rev  sitec      A IDt trere'me. ··,·\'II  neec :c be· do1·e  L'·  nT"C··.:c ·:-:-        "" 

present netho8 of irnoler1e1:at1or  anC won :ori,1•J of the ·emni1i1g phases 

 

E.        Government funding: 
 

b          The GcN has re1lained  faithful in  11ee:1ng its  f;na1c1al  ob'igation   to the projec   ;t  has redeemc:l 1ts  -.,'-,..,-_-, 

rv11llion Dollar (USS2rn1111on) counteroart f"Jnd oledge  to the proJect.  In aGd.:io'l, GoN 1as ccntlnJed boll ph·/s1r:.al  ard 

wfrastructural deve:opne'lt  cf the Academy to ersure that the desireG star.dard  is mel. In 20C4  alcw,c   t·1e :;Jrr c/ 

One Hundred ·JIIion   Na1ra   (_/\;180m! ·.,vas ear'llar ed a1d re'eased fer a  n nrber o' proiec:s 11  ·_f·e   ·"·'·'""'' 

keep1ng Vv"ilh  N1gena·s part o' :l·e obligation,  a1d a simlar arno nt has bee1 recorn'llcndeC fcr l1e 20-05   :    :.1_.Jqd f.' 
 

projects of the Academy. ··vve bel1eve   that  :ris  gesture 1s  qu.;e co11rnendable and wmt1y of a:Jprec1a:nr :11ougi· 
 

l·ec1prccat1or by other  part1es Involved  i'l te pro:ect  On-going projects 'or 2084  are  in the  follov.'  r1g specific area:; 

 
S/N 

 
Project 

 
Cost    Cost 

 

1 Roofing/Dra·nage/Tilirg of _:br_ 'Y and ·1a ets 

2 Extens1or cf .t.dmil'is:rat ··.'e  3bck F1asc 1 

3  Extension of Ad 1nis:rat:ve Bbck Phase 1: 
---      

N 

C  9 <0 -;'3U 
·---· 

2 WJC: 03!J 

7.655.58G 

$ 
;-- ,j. j.: 

1·=1;- 

4  Per; meter Fenc1ng (phase  il) East  '·/v'1ng 

5  Pen meter Fenctng (phase Ill) WestVIc_''  ng"---c  - 

6 C\ehab of Access  Road  to Sen1or Officers ·i1ess 1,::. 

9,919.968 

8,259,860 63,537 
9,973,92.;;0  7f, 727 

7  Rehab of Access Road to Snr and Jnr Officer's Quarters (II) t 859.960 31 Js.:. 

8---C"o_n_v ersion of C"le ·.}ale 'loste' to lntecna:I0'1L-ll S;::mdards 

9  Convers10.1 0 1 Cne ;::em ale ostel  to lr:t  Stardards 

10  Rehc.Jb,Uatioli of Play G:ounds 

11 Rehabilitation of Two Classroom Blocks 
----- 

--;;-c -- 
2 SGS· 51  0 )::!  ;·;· .. 

3.8>38.512 · ·2. 27 
- 

4.900.390 <,'!    C;5 

2,166,480 1'3.048 

12 Driilmg of ndditional  Borer:ole 

13  Extension of Store 
5.810,666 

--cc:5 383 260--- 
?2' 453 ;: c 

'f . 1\1-i-l 

.+C · t-1- 
, :. ·' . 1' 

 

F. Projects  under Phase 1 
 

9 The followi1g equ p11ert and services were bi!led for :molementat:on u1der the first pf1ase 

 
 

SN 
 
 

01 Air Conditioners 

 
PRCJ:::CT 

BUDGE- UTILIZE:L 
 

::Jss·: 
100,000 

Equipne1t  for lau1dry service 

03 Equipment fo:- k1tchen  & catering 

04 Vehicles 

05 Library Eqotpment 

06 Tra.n.ng EquiP'llert 

Office equipme1'l & F=urn1ture/.Academy 

08 Safe Pmver Suop, ; 

09 Safe Water Sup:Jiy 

7 008 ,, 
50000  58.C{{i 

156.000 

53,500 
 

 
80 000 

100 [(:[. 

3-8.008 

18 Provision  o:' tec'm1:al  secu.rity "05 coc 
"OTALS 715.500 
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·(i      · kY·Never    \AJhilc sor:1e of : 1e projects  cculd  no: be com leted:  son1e projects scheduled  for implcn1on:a:1cn 

L.1c;;  F10se 11  were moved ;o the first prase and irnplemented. Funds meant :or some other projects were movec to 

dt1e1  sul;hcas anc utilized I believe the National P·o1ect Coord nator and the 'lter·1at1onal ProJect Coordi1ator  are 

:eady i-/lff; ::Je:ai s cf :rese I'T1Jier1SI'!ati:Jr Jnargen'e'lts arc wou c bcie' the evC:l:uC:l\lon meetirJ  ac:::Jrdi·l·JY 
 

 
 

G.        UNODC counter-part funding: 
 

1          T(e r:?cl\  IS gdrg rea ly cc·1cerned thaup till date the UNOJC has not been able to secuce co'ltribut lrf 
 

'unding  :r01r any do:lc·- tor the pcojec: T'lis develop11ent is at tota' va-lance w1tr the 1n1t1al expectation  that tr.e Go , 
 

hau b· the p owct T'le Acaderry tha• was formally cowmissioned i:1 August  of 2001: had the GoN release $2milllon 
 

- 21)J2 .v:h very higf1 ex ecta:i::ns 'or ea'ly commencement and completion of the project cannot b•J! be V·lorrei d 

tilT the  !.lrOJect is yet tc have ary fi'rT; co11mitmert  from any donor  in terms of additional funding. This 

development 

·1as t1ac very signifl:clr't ir'1piications in terrrs of 
 

d.    1 nely CO'I lple!lor' of 1. 1e vc.icct and 
 

1- Tre  t; I :y of 1'18 Age1cy {DLEA:1 tc sustain tre confidence of GoN in future proJects to be p1ntly funded 

ancl..:o1 inplemerred .,.,ith the U \JOCC. 

 

H.       Sustainability: 
 

 

a !'LJ'110el of elen'ents or factors we very ;mporta1t. So11e o:these considerations include 
 

a.   The oliticai will of ths GoN at aI levels 
 

I  -he willing1 ess of tne GoN to contirue to su port the Academy financie:lly: 
 

-he  cc.den1y site is decicated  facility for :he Training Certre  whicf' wou:d not at:rac: any· rents now  C' ir tre 

fuUre 

j Pers·J1nel of :he Cent'e are employees of the Agency. Emoluments of such personnel shall be borne by the 
 

Go\J 111 1ts anual cecu!rent cJdget. It is erv:saged :rat this \viii cont:nJe 

c T 'lW9 are JVC'  180:: ;JCte ria.  TStiL:ct:: rs  C:lnd!or  resc,nce  persons  •or the A.cacle•"'lf  who ae  cJrrenlly 
 

Sl'gc:gcd ir '1t=d o er;cl1s as d·ug ; <:J.·' N enbrce1 cnt ofce·s 
 

Ex1sti1'Q  and likely future  :leeds   i1' aimcst al! l'le \/v'est Afrcan countries 'or drug law er1forcemenl training 

cue to currert shortage of ex ertise: 

q Tre willingness of many fnendly countries to sup ort drug law enforcement efforts e g the US Goverrnent 
 

and :he EJropea'l l liOI' espec1aily Jnder the umbrella of tne  r··i1ini-Ccibiin groucJ 
 

h -imcly cormle:ion of :ne proJec 
 

'11\Vavering cornrr11tr1e1't of project oartners to ersure that standards are met. 
 

 
 

I.         Gaps: 

1:     Here arc cxistng gaJs :1at neec :o be f!J eel   Sowe of tt ese gaos are 

a Jevelo:w1g  sources  of reve:1ue generat;cn 
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11    Developing a strong bilingual base; 
 

:;_ 
 

.::inancial commitment from benefiting countries: 

 
J.  Final Comments: 

 

14  The  GoN  and  NDLEA   welcome  the  evaluation  process  and  look  forward  to  its 

outcome w1 th great expectations. We view the first phase of the project as a learning 

phase  and  we   are   determined,  together   with  our   partners  to  continue   the 

implementation   of   the   remaining   Phases   until  we   achieve   the   end   goal   - 

Establishing a  Regional  Centre  for  Drug  Control  that  provides  highly  valued 

training   opportunities  not  only  for  drug  law  enforcement but  also  in  other 

related  areas for Nigeria  and other African countries with such training  needs. 

It is important to state here that the Management Training that took our managers to 

Turkey in 2004 brought with it a lot of lessons. There a number of actions critical for 

effective development of the Nigerian Academy which we would have taken had we 

visited TADOC before the commencement of the project implementation. We 

believe this is a valuable experience even for the UNODC and its future programs in 

this line. Today,  we think  differently  about  the project,  its implementation,  goals  

and  final outcomes 

 

 
 
 

Alhaji (Dr.) Bello Lafiaji, OFR (fwc) 
Chairman/Chief Executive 


